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Till  2019-05-06 

There may be a severe and explosive difference in the administration which may 

spread between the two political parties leading to bitter allegations and arguments. 

That may escalate to a greater depth and for a long time simmering with occasional 

fire erupting. Naturally the finances and markets will be bad . 

 From  2019-05-06  -  2019-05-11 

There may bitter differences between partners with in the country and outside the 

country – especially at key decision making level. This may have a semi long term 

effect in important decision making roles and daily routine administration level. 

This will be the effect of major cracks in administration. 

From 2019-05-11  -  2019-05-13 

Added to the existing problems there may be manmade problems and natural 

disasters and these will deepen the differences and getting relief to the suffering 

general public. All bad things join together and amplify the problems. The finances 

will be down including markets and exchange value. 

From 2019-05-13  -  2019-05-19 

This is one of the best part of the month with IT and finances recovering and 

boosting the economy and markets. Many industries like body care , IT , Tourism 
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hospitality industries will recover and will make good profits. These will make the 

markets rise and be bullish. 

From 2019-05-19  -  2019-05-21 

The administration and the law making bodies will reconcile and make the 

differences reduced if not eliminated totally. This make the government strong 

both internally and externally. The dollar value and industrial profuction will alos 

boost the economy.Stock markets will gain along with exchange value. 

From 2019-05-21  -  2019-05-24 

This a mixed period with some sectors contributing very well while others 

continue to dreg the economy. Hospitality industries medical fields 

pharmaceuticals will gain and make the financial indicies stable if not rising. 

From   2019-05-24  -  2019-05-26 

The defence industries will take a hit and some important deals may be lost due to 

dragging of feet in key negotiations. Also there may ve scandals related to defence 

and intelligence, Any how that will be an isolated incidents which may not affect 

other sectors. 

From   2019-05-26  -  2019-05-31 

Foreign relationships will be a key factor where sensitivity to others needs have to 

be taken into consideration while negotiating important deals. Some long pending 

deals may be agreed so that some tensions between key important nations may be 

solved to the satisfaction of many.  

 


